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By: Michael Craffey, Solutions Manager, Dassault Systèmes
 

 
For those service providers and customers who frequently deploy 3DEXPERIENCE client

software troubleshooting server connection issues can be challenging, especially if the

problem is with the license server, DSLS.

I attended a COE workshop this year and, in that workshop, we were told of a utility that

allows the checking of the license status without pulling a license. So what? Well, when

deploying client applications like CATIA, xCAD integrations, etc. connection issues can be

frustrating. And if the issue is with the DSLS license server, maddening. Even though the

DSLS server can be reached via ping test and port query (port 4085 by default), there can

still be issues.

READ MORE

3DEXPERIENCE R2019x Power’By Update

By: Michael Craffey, Solutions Manager, Dassault Systèmes
 

 
Dassault continues to move towards model-based engineering. From modeling products

to modeling and simulating experiences. From file-based to data-driven and from static

designs to model-based designs.

Razorleaf has previously blogged on the topic of Power’By. See POWER’BY is Now a

Reality, To POWER’BY or not to POWER’BY and Digital Twins Powered by POWER’BY to

keep up to date on what Dassault is doing from a strategy perspective. This article is an

update on the latest news around Power’By.
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READ MORE

Irregular Expressions

By: Paul Gimbel, Design Automation Sherpa
 

 
So you’re at a party, and there’s this programmer that you really want to impress. What do

you do? OK, before you start hitting me with the question of why a programmer is even at

a party (in case you haven’t heard, we don’t get out much), I’ll tell you the answer. All you

have to say is, “Wow, I love RegEx” then just keep nodding in agreement as they launch

off into a glorious tirade about how poorly underutilized and underappreciated and how

powerful regular expressions are.

Yes, I will explain regular expressions, but first, I will put out a disclaimer that Regular

Expressions may, on occasion, prove to be challenging, frustrating, and sometimes as

confusing as trying to translate into Latin an entire bowl of alphabet soup, with added

punctuation. With that said, they are very cool. They are rather handy. And they are even

accessible through DriveWorks, not only via programming.
  

READ MORE
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Running

Come see us at Booth #1 at the ACE 2019 show coming up in Phoenix on April 15-18th. 

 Our team of Aras experts will be on hand at the show and are ready to discuss your

pressing Aras Innovator questions.

Razorleaf services around the Aras platform include:

Roadmapping

Configuration support

Implementation

Integration with ERP, MES, CRM and more

If you are in a PLM selection process, we would encourage you to attend this great

event to get a feel for Aras Innovator and how it’s being used in many manufacturing and

MRO environments.

Presentation at ACE:  Wednesday 3:15 pm

Dennis Lindinger will Present “Business: Change Can Be Hard, But Change Management

Doesn’t Have to Be”

In this session you will learn how Razorleaf has taken its years of PLM and Aras

experience and used it to advance the standard for Product Manufacturing Change

Management. We will discuss best practices and demonstrate key solutions that

customers across the product manufacturing space are using to be successful.

READ MORE

Razorleaf will be at AeroDef Manufacturing 2019

Razorleaf and Razorleaf Government Solutions will be co-exhibiting at the upcoming

AeroDef Manufacturing show at  Long Beach Convention Center!
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Our team of experts, including Jonathan Scott, Derek Neiding, Sean McAuley and Steve

Nichols will be on hand to talk about some of the most challenging issues happening in

A&D: 

TDP management

Digital Thread and Digital Twin

Model-based Enterprise and all the supporting disciplines

Technology selection

Roadmapping Services to help align your long terms goals with a technology

strategy to support it

Razorleaf specializes in consulting, integration and implementation services around

business technologies like PLM that support embracing a models-based, digital thread

initiative.

READ MORE
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